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Duririg 1919 Rutherford performed an experirnerit on scattering 
using alpha particles as projectile and nitrogen gas in a 
cylinder as the target and he observed sparking o'rt a sheet of ZnS 
placed outside the cylinder at a distance of 40 cm.. fls per 
result he concluded that as alpha particles could not run the 
aforesaid distance so due to collision of alpha particle with 
Nitrogen atom, a new type of particle is emitted which proceed to 
ZnB sheet. Today this process is known as (p^,p ) reaction. 
Pifter the discovery of proton Chadwick during 193£ did Ar\ 
experiment by using alpha particle as projectile and Beryllium as 
target and stated that a new type of particle known as neutron is 
emitted. Now a day this process is known as ioC, ri ) reaction. 
Pit present there sre many other kinds of nuclear reactions 
which may, in general, be defined as the process in which a 
change is brought about either in composition or energy or both 
of a target nucleus by bombarding with a nuclear particle or 
gamma r3.y. 
The study of nuclear reactions provides knowledge about the 
natuY^e of nuclear forces and nuclear structure, such as shell 
10, 11 IE-
effect , nuclear density . Since the nucleus is available 
even with the high power microscope, the only way to delve the 
secrets of nucleus is to send in a probe particle and to study 
the outcome. In practice a target is bombarded v-Jith a beam of 
particles obtained from ari accelerating machine such as 
Cyclotron, Vande-Graff, Pelletron etc. and the interaction i.e. 
the nuclear reaction are studied as a function of the nature and 
energy of incident particles. 
Today the accelerator technology is very much developed, 
therefore easily a beam of light particles as well as heavy ions 
can be obtained for the bombardment with a variety of targets. 
However, unlike the electromagnetic interactions the exact law 
governing nucleon-nucleon interaction is unknown. Therefore it is 
not possible to give a mathematical description of a nuclear 
reaction, which is a many body nucleon-nucleon interaction, fis ari 
alternative, the 'BLACK BOX' or 'MODEL' approach is used- to 
explain the facts. These models are proposed on reasonable 
assumptions and guided by some experimental observations without 
really solving the dynamics of many body system ~. 
The model analyse the reaction cross-section defined as the 
measurement of the probability of occui-rence of a nuclear reaction 
-£4 £ 4 
and is measured in barns (lb = 10 cm ) and the variation of a 
reaction cross-section with energy known as 'Excitation Function' 
and the distribution of energy among the outgoing particles 
called the particle spectrum. 
The study of excitation function is important to collect 
some knowledge about the nuclear reaction mechanism . It is 
also important from view points of nucleosynthesis . 
The observed gerieral feature of high energy nuclear react io m 
can be understood in terms of a picture which in its me in 
outlines is quite simple, though different from that of the 
nuclear reactions at lower energies'". 
Ot low energies a nuclear reaction takes part in two steps. 
First the formation of compound nucleus and sharing of incident 
energy among all the nucleons and in second step the compound 
nucleus decays to final products"*. The excitation function of 
these reactions go through a maxima at height of coloumb 
potential barrier with increase of incident energy and then 
decreases rapidly with further increase of incident energy due to 
the competition of other, nuclear reactions. However, at high 
energies, reaction mechanism is different, because of the 
transparency of the nucleus, the reaction can proceed through the 
incident particle carrying of a good fraction of its energy and 
giving the nucleus approximately the right excitation energy. 
Since probability of leaving a given excitation energy is 
determined by mean free path, which varies slowly with the energy 
of the incident particle. So it can be expected that excitation 
of direct reaction at incident energy is also quite slowly"". 
ftfter the development of isochronous cyclotron in 1960, the 
projectiles excited upto very high energies became available ^ 
and the experimental features of the nuclear reactions were 
studied by several investigators and they pointed out that some 
reactions took place with intermediate time scale between two 
extremes. They mainfast themselves in the high energy tails of 
the excitation function, non-Maxvjel 1 ian hard components in the 
4 
projectile in the particle spectra and a gradually changing 
pattern of angular distributions, from forward peaking to fore-
and -aft symmetry. These new experimental features could neither 
be explained by compound nucleus model nor by direct reaction 
model . It can only be explained by 'Pre-equi1ibriurn' or 
'Mul-tistep reaction' model. In the absence of detailed theory of 
nuclear reactions, attempts have been made to correlate it in 
terms of various models. Several models have been proposed, each 
based on a set of simplifying assumptions and useful in a limited 
way. Each model serves to correlate a portion of our experimental 
knowledge about nuclei, usually with a more or^ less narrow range 
of phenomena, but fail when applied to data outside of this 
range. 
The pre-equi1ibrium models suggested by Griffin in 19&6 was 
capable to explain the shapes of the cantinum spectra "" . 
Another model suggested by Harp, Miller and Berne in 1968 can 
predict both shape and absolute cross-section of spectra. This 
model associates a couple of differential equations to solve the 
problem by computer but it can be applied to nucleon induced-
reactions at moderate excitation energy ". 
Over the HMB model there is another model known as exciton 
model which is capable to explain similarities of spectral 
components beyond the evaporation maxima from different 
14 targets , as the high temperature of these components. In this 
model each state is characterized by the number of excited 
particles (p) plus holes (h) defined with respect to the Fermi 
energy of the target. It also elirniristes the necessity of the 
couple of differential equation as in the HMB model. It could not 
predict the absolute cross-section because the matrix element for 
two bodies interaction in the nucleus was not known ^. 
The 'Hybrid' model proposed by Blann in 1971, was the 
combination of the simplifying aspects of HMB model and Gv^iffen 
model""""''""'. Excited particles populatioi^ during equilibration are 
calculated assuming equally spaced single particle states, 
classified according to the number of particles and holes they 
contain as'in Griffen exciton model. The intra-nucleus transition 
rates (matrix elements) are determined from free nucleon-nucleon 
scattering cross-section as in HMB. fl further formulation was 
made in which nuclear geometry effects were considered as well as 
and was named as geometry dependent hybrid model 
fl lot of work has been done on nuclear reactions covering 
almost whole periodic table. The situation of reaction mechanism 
is not satisfactory over a wide range of periodic table and 
energy of projectiles even for a particular reaction mechanism. 
The experimental results observed by different group of workers 
Are not in good matching with theoretical results. In order to 
have a more accurate knowledge it is necessary to measure the 
reaction cross-section. 
In our present experiment we bombarded the foils of y^ftg 
109 
and 4-7^ 3^ with the beam of alpha particle of 45.8 MeV energy 
and measured the excitation functions of AT-^S ^'^ »2 '''^  ? 
„ 107 ^ 109 ^ log 
^^P\q 'wC,3 n ) , _^,flQ (°<!.,3 n)., ^^RQ ' (©C, 4 n ) . This heaxo 
was obtained fr-'orn Cyclotron in Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre 
(VECC) Calcutta drid the activities were counted by analyzing gamma 
rays emitted from residual nuclei in the time lapse between 
irradiation of silver foils and counting. The characteristic 
gamma rays were detected by 100 c.c., ORTEC Ge(Li) detector. The 
gamma rays spectra were taken with the help of pre-calibrated 
4096 channel analyser and associated electronics. 
The excitation function of aforesaid nuclear reactions were 
also evaluated with computer code fiLICE/LIVERMORE 8£ which is 
based on compound and pre-compound Models. fl comparision betwen 
experimentally and theoretically calculated excitation functions 
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CHi=^ PTER 2 
liQHNigUES OF MEBSURgMENTS^ 
•-- liQHNlDLJES OF MgaiUREMENT OF REP.CIiON CROSS-SECIION;^ 
There are two techniques of rneasurernent of -reaction cross-
section of alpha induced reactions. 
£. 1 In-Bearn or On-Line Technique. 
£. £ Off-Bearn or Off-Line Technique. 
£.1 iNriiOM liCHNigui 
This is the technique in which detection of radiation and 
the irradiation of the target are done simultaneously. To study 
the cross-section of a particular reaction, we analyse the 
emitted particles or prompt gamma ray spectra associated with the 
reaction. The decay scheme of the daughter nuclei should be 
properly established. Due to complex gamma ray spectra, sometimes 
y-y coincidence is also must to identify the gamma rays properly. 
The gamma ray detectors should be well shielded so that 
background neutrons emitted in the reaction may not come. 
e.£ QFF-BEQM liCHNigUE 
In this technique first of all the target is irradiated, 
ftfter that the activity of daughter nuclei is analysed. That's 
why it is also named as activation technique. The daughter nuclei 
de-excite by emitting the beta or gamma rays which can be studied 
with the help of appropriate detector. It is most important 
technique because in it one can study the reaction cross-ssction 
at different incident energies, with a H:ir;£,le irv^ ad i^ -1: on rising 
stacked foil technique. It is limited to the stable isotopes aric' 
radioactive daughter nuclei having a convenient half life. In 
case of complex particle or gamma ray spectra the 'radiochemical' 
method is adopted in this technique. To perform the experiment 
with this technique the decay scheme of the daughter riuclei 
should be well established. The formulation for the measurement 
of the excitation function is given below. 
Let us consider the nuclear transformation governed by decay 
rate equation and the decay of activated product. If the target 
is irradiated by the projectile of constant flux 2" ^^^ rate of 
£A, £5, 33 
production R of any activity can be given as 
R = .3- ^  ...... (£. £a) 
p -*• o 
where o~ is the activation cross-section and N the number of 
o 
target nuclei in sample which is under investigation. The 
mathematical expression of N is given as 
N = <m N f/Pl ) (£. £b) 
o o 
where m is the mass of the sample, N is the Rvogadro's number, f 
is the abundance of the isotope in the target and 0 is the 
o 
atomic mass of the element in amu. 
Let the target be irradiated by the incident beam for the 
time t to produce a radioactive reaction product Y. The equation 
governing the growth of Y—type activity during irradiation can 
be written as 
(dy/dt) = •:T-J'N__ - Y A (S. £c) 
wher-^ e A represents the decay constant of Y-type nuclei and Y is 
the number of radioactive atoms present. The activity of Y-type 
±0 
riLiclei a t t h e i n s t a n t of s t o p p i n g of i r v ^ a d i a t i o n i s g iven by 
W = Y . /> 
=• .T-ir-J Cl - e x p ( - A t ) ] ( £ . £d ) 
-*• o 1 
vs;here t = time of irradiation of the target. The factor 
El ~ eKp(-At )D is called as saturation factor. 
If we measure the activity after time t from the stop of 
irradiation then it is given as 
(dy/dt)^^^, = w eKp(- A t') (£.£e) 
or (dy/dt)._., = CT-SN Cl - exp(-A t 3 exp<- At') (£. £f) 
or dy = cr-$N Cl -' eKp(- Xt ) D exp <- Xt' ) dt' (£. £g) 
-*• o 1 
If the counting of gamma rays emitted from irradiated sample 
is done for t-. Sec. after the t^ Sec. of stop of irradiation and 
if Do be the actual number of disintegrations from the 
radioactive sample recorded in t^ time, then 
t £+t 3 
y cr J N ^ C I - exp(- Atj^):yexp(- XtMdt' or D _ = 
"tl 
J;£+t3 
.:?-^  N^Cl-exp(- Xtj)] \ exp(-At') dt' 
<r'ff N Cl - exp(- At^)]Cl - exp(- At^)] 
_ X o 1 J 
A exp ( At _ > 
If ft is the number of counts under the particular photopeak 
as detected by detector. ^ is the efficiency of the detector, G is 
the geometry- factor, 0 is the absolute intensity and K is the 
self absorption cov^rection factor for the same gamma ray as 
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11 
D = (ft / 6 G . 9 . 1 0 ( £ : . £ i ) 
o 
F rom e q u a t i o n ( £ . £h ) £*rid ( £ . £ i ) , we h a v e 
<ft A e x p ( At._.) 
I N ( e „ ) 9 KC l - e x p ( - A t ) 3C1 - e x p ( - A t _ ) ] 
-c o G 1 vi 
Thus using above expression one can calculate the activation 
cross-sect ion. 
£. 3 STQCK FOIL lECHNiQUEi. 
To study the charged particle reaction cross-section the 
stack foil technique is usually used"" ' "" ' ' "* . In this 
technique the stack is made by the proper arrangement of the 
target foils. We can also use the degrader foils in between the 
target foils to hit the particular foil with the desired incident 
energy. Using this technique, we can irradiate all of the foils 
in the stack in a single run. Thus we can study the reaction 
cross-section at different energies with a single irradiation of 
the target stack with the incident beam of projectile. 
To minimise the errors in the measurement of the thickness 
of the target foils, these are cut in a standard size and 
weighted accurately. 
Drawbacks of this technique can be understood as follows: 
1. Each foil is to be analysed seperately i.e. all foils canr.ct 
be analysed simultaneously. Therefore a lot of time is required. 
£. The half life of the induced activity is a limiting factor of 
this technique. If the half life of the induced activity is n^ -ort 
13 
< - A0N3101JJ3 Oix 
Z-
14 
then the activity of the foils will decay out during the time of 
rneaBurernent of one foil. On the other hand if the half life of 
induced activity is very long, then the activity will be very 
weak and that a very large time will be required to get the 
single observation. 
^'^ DETECTOR EFFICIENCY :-
The detection efficiency is defined as the fraction of the 
y-rays detected by the detector. In order to determine the alpha 
induced reaction cross-section, the detector efficiency is one of 
the important factors to determine the absolute emission rates of 
31 
gamma rays emitted by the activated sample under investigation 
The detector efficiency can be roughly estimated by reffering to 
published data from other sources. In case of Be(Li) detector, 
two problems av^ e thev^e, less standarirat ion of sizes and variety 
of drift geometries. Thus considerable interpolation between 
available values are often needed. It is found that the variation 
of efficiency with energy for detectors of same size and shape is 
roughly similar even though the absolute values may differ. 
. Ge(Li)/HPGe spectrometer is ari individual implement for 
gamma ray activity measurements. The accuracy of the measurements 
depends upon the accuracy with which the detection efficiency is 
calibrated. The efficiency estimation can be done by using 
sources of radionuclides emitting "y -radiations with different 
energy spreads over the energy at the region of interest and 
whose absolute y -ray intensities are known. If i-ie use a large 
number- of stanc'a'rd sources, it may create even Fiiore er'rors due to 
15 
geometry variations and different couniir.c; rate^i. 
In place of several standard sources we should use only onc-
radionuclide which emits several gamma rays whose energy lie in 
the region of our interest. There is the requirement of only one 
experimental measurement. This method is quite convienient in 
which only relative efficiencies are required rather than the 
absolute ones. 
152 
For this purpose the radioactive source Eu is very much 
suitable. Its half life is 13.33 years. So we used it, provided 
by the variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Calcutta, in the 
calibration of effictency of GB(Li> detector. The efficiency of the 
detector is given as 
e = ( (=1 / ft > e~ '^*.9.G) 
o 
where ft = observed disintegration rate of y-ray source at the 
time of observation. 
fl = The absolute disintegration rate at the time of 
o 
manufacturing of ^y-ray source, 
t = Time lapse between the dates of manufacturing and 
observation. 
B = Absolute intensity of the "^^-ray. 
The effiqfency curve is shown in the fig.- 1. 
s. 5 iBMELg EBiEBBBIIQN -•-
Samples of the element understudy were made from 
spectroscopic silver having purity better than 99.9"/.. These 
in? 109 
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parccritage of mass is 48.17"/- and 51.83"/4 respectively. The narnhcr 
of nilver foi]<=>, v^ jhich we used, is four and thickness of ench i <., 
liI:.A3 rn[]/crii'~. flrea of the foil upon which the beam c>r alpha 
particles is allowed to incident is 0.5024 crn*". These foil'-j wnro 
fixed on aluruiniurn sheets. The thickness of these sheets wev e 
chosen in such a way that the beam of 46 MeV might be ahsi-irbod. 
£.6 BE0M ENERGY 
PI beam of alpha particles of 4G MeV was allowed to incidevit upon 
the stack of silver foils. The aluminium foil5 as tHe dc yrafJ-n-'-i^  
iJDf^ rj also nsr»ri in between the silver foils Vc< geb .dc^ sJre-d 
iiicidcnt enerriy on each foil. The loss of eriox^qy of alpha 
partir-lp 3n crossing the foils of sample and degrader?- wfi^  
calculated i-nth the helfi of stopping power table . The variation 
of stopping power c.f 01, Rg, with respect to the eneryy is 
showfi in the fig. N'~.. c". In the estimation of incident nrinrijy tho 
stragyling as not considered. The energy of alpha particle? 
falling on the particular foil is given in the table 1. Th(? 
durabiori of irretdiat a ovi was 1800 seconds and total cfiarije 
-8 
collected was c^V353. 33 x lu C. During the irradi at ic-n po iod 
the fluctuation of currevit was there. So average of cui'-rpnt w£,<-> 
taken m the calculation of flux. The mathematical value ^f ih*^  
incident flux is 7.033 >< 10 alpha-particles per sq. cm. per 
second. 
S. 7 ERRORG I N THE MEQSLJREMENIS 
No expcv^inient can be done 1005< c o r r e c t l y . T h e r e f o r e i t IT, 
nc c - eosa ry t o c a l c u l a t e t h e e r r o r s - We t r i e d a s f a r a s po ' i ' s ib ln 
i9 
fc.-i mill] mi zc t h e p r r o p s in t h e rneasurcrnerits but i r ic ip i tc i>F thc3t 
fchni^o orv ''OUH= VOr i at i f'-'^'-^ i»"" '-lur rneasureriitBnts which c?r£^  n;<pl ai CIPI J 
1. rhf? spccLrcirnctor sihould be w e l l s t a b l i n e d t o rn i tii mi j : ^ t h e 
erv 'or due t o afiy t y p e i:'f e r r a t i c b e h a v i o u r of t h e eqiii praont. 
£.. The e f f i c i ency of t h e d e t e c t o r i s orie of t h e major "-.-ourci''- <jf 
c r e a t i o n of error. Thi'5 e r r o r can be min imised by d s t nrnii vi<'i i "t i 
u s i n g b e s t p o l y n o m i a l f i t . 
3 . Tncomplete c h a r g e c o l l e c t i o n of t h e F a r a d a y Cup ivi t h e cuvr£->)i! 
i n t e g r a t o r r e a d i n g may a l s o i n t r o d u c e some e r r o r s . Thi-." iji^-ci- =ii 
e r t ' o r of 10 "•'. xn t h e m^^xsurement of f l u x of a l p h a p a r t i c ] r^ <~,, 
^. The e r r o r m t h e number of i n t e r a c t i n g n u c l e i of thr> l .Truct i--
a l s o a f a c t o r bo c r e a t e t h e e r r o r s in t h e r e s u l t and t h i s e r r o r 
13 due t o t h e e r r o r ifi measurement: of mass of t h e targf^t -r-ample.'™ 
To ininimiss"' t h i r , e r r o r , t h e a c c u r a c y in c u t t i n g of t h e t a r g e t t^i 
t h e standcxrd s i n e and we igh ing them by mic ro b a l a n c e .MO th'.^ 
imporbant c o n s i d e r a t iof 'S. Maximum e r r o r e s t i m a t e d b e i n g I"/. oi'i1>. 
5 . I f t h e t i m e i n t e r f i a l be tween t h e 'Vnoments of t h e s t o r t ..xrni 
s t o p of i r r a d i a t i o n af'<^^ t h e s t o p of i r r i d a t i o n and t h e z l \ri of 
c o u n t i n g i s not notfsd down e x a c t l y , i t may a l s o c roa l ;? <-,<Z'mi' 
e r r o r . In ou r exper imef ' t t h i s e r r o r i s e s t i m a t e d l e s s t h a n 1"'. 
6 . fib t h e t i m e of c o u n t i n g , t h e n o n - r e p r o d u c i h i 1 i t y of i tle^ i ib i .:a 1 
g e o n i o t r ' e s of i he sariiple, t h e a c t i v i t y may a l s o pri idun* -- iiii»> 
c \ - r o r s . T h i s e r r o r it^ miniiniS'.d by f i x i n g t h e s o m p l c ix F^  v d 
goornot r jes - Pr^eserifc l y , f h i s erv^or i s nicasuY^rd ] csn thavi <">. ""i/-. 
7 . TliG e x c i t a t i o n f u n c t i o n may a s s o c i a t e sir-me? orr.-ir due t-- c r ro i -
a s s o c Ic-ibGd wi bh t h e d^cixy d a t a of t h e p r o d u c t n u c l e i i.'bL A i i I'-'d iii 
fchf? r e a c t i o f i . T h i s e r r o r was min imised by u s i n g l a t e n t .iv-TMablc^ 
d n t a . The u n c c r t a i n i t i e s in t h e r e i j u l t s due t o thi=-, fnci L'r c r 
no t i n c l u d e d i n t h e u v i c e r t a i n i t i en qou ted ivi t h e exponrncnl,sJ, 
r e s u l t s . 
8. Errov^s m t h e measu remen t s of t h e photopoal-' c o u n t s of a 
p a r t i c u l a r c h a r a c t e r i s t i c gamma a l s o a f f e c t t h e v-c^ul t , Tn i.'ur 
pre5,ent c a s e t h i s e r r o r i s d i f f e r e n t f o r d i f fo re^n t ~^ - r a y - ' . Tf 
can be c a l c u l a t e d a s be low. The erv>or ivi pholopcaU courit j ~ ' 
C - /vj C_ + a . B 
e ^ 0 
where C = Plv^ea c o u n t s of t h e c h a r a c t e r s t i c . pho topcak . R 
£{ = Background c o u n t s of t h e p h o t o p e a k s . 
9. The 6?rv"or i ri t h e measurement of t h e i n c i d e n t e n e r g y of 
35 p a r t i c l e ) due t o s t r a g g l i n g i s n e g l i g i b l e . 
£ . 8 FORMULQIION IQ CfiLCyLQIE THE EFFECUVE ERROR 
Let us s u p p o s e t h a t we h a v e f o u r pav^ameters fi, Ti, C, D 
h a v i n g t h e u n c e r t a i n i t i e s +a, +b, i-c, jtd r e s p e c t i v e l y and uis h a v . 
ti". c a l c u l a t e t h e v a l u e of (tt J- a) • (B -i- ta) / (C -i c) * (D i- d^  
40 Then we s h a l l p r o c e e d a s 
(n + a)-(B J: b) = fi.B +''y'pi.B ( a / R ) ' ' + ( b / B ) " 
(C + c)-(D + d) C D jf^Jc.D (c/C)"-"- + <d/D)" 
Le t ' ^ J i a/ft) '" + (ta/B)"^ = K 
ai 
arid/^v/Cc/C)"^ + ( d / D ) ' ^ = y t h e n 
(0 + a ) (B ± ta) O.D + fi.B x 
<C 1 c ) <D ± d) C D +C. D y 
n. B n. e ,~ 
r. J. / \ / ( P | . B . x / ft.B)"^ + ( C D . y / C . D ) 
C D C D 
n. B 0 . B r - - r -
C D C D V 
patting the values of x and y WG have 
Y (fi+a) <B±b> fi.B P\.B y,f~ :::-. + \( ( a / R ) " + ( b / B ) " " + ( c / C ) " + ( d / D ) (C+c) (D±d) C D ~ C D 
fi.B /• 
I n t h i s ey .pv^ess ion + --— 4 / ( a / f t ) ' ^ + ( b / B ) ' ^ ' + ( c / C ) ' ^ + ( d / D ) " 
C D 1/ 
is the effective error. In the similar way a general expres-.uioi'i 
csri be written as 
(M ± m) (P + p) .... M. P M. P 
(X J; x) (Y J; y) .... X. Y X. Y 
A' (rn/M)'^+(p/P)^+. . . + (c/C)'^+(d/D)"-H 
i 
a. 9 EiXPiBIMENIfik RESyLTS' 
In our experiment we studied alpha induced reactions. Tliis 
type of reaction held when the target nuclei emits neutroni; on 
hitting it with the alphc-:i particle. In general this type of 
reactions are written as <o^, x n) reactions, where x " l,c',3 
We haive used natural silver for the study of al pha - inclutre. d 
107 103 
reaction in ^Q/y ^^''d ^^3/7 isotopes. The stack of foils war.. 
bombardejd by al pha-pav^t icles beam in the Chiannel I of the? 
va\"iable energy Cyclotron Calcutta. The activated foilr, W'^ M-'.> 
n 
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0.1 
placed ivi the appropirato geometries as discussed earlior. flie 
107 H')S 
possible r^eaction channels for Og and Og are ] intpcl in tho 
Valjlr? Mo. £. The 0-values, product nuclei, half lives, gamma rivy 
energici) and the corresponding absolute intensities picrtjripnb ti.> 
the reaction channels Brf^ also given in the Table No. Z'. The Q 
valuGtj of the different react i oris ar(? taken from Reference Mo. 30 
107 
and the other decay datan taken from Reference No. 31. In Hg <urd 
109 
ng many t ^ e a c t i o n s BVG p o s s i b l e b u t we consider£-->d o n l y bhc-sc 
w h i c h s h o w ^ a p p i r e c i a t a l G a c t i v i t i e s f o r t h e C K c i t a t i o n ^,tutJi'^*"-. 
The s t u d i e d r e a c t i o n s a r e f o l l o w i n g . 
u.'. 91 Og ^%» "^  ^''^ ' " T h i s r e a c t i o n c a n b a k e p l a c e o r i ly 
when <"i]pha p a r t i c l e s o f mimnimum £ 5 MeV s t r i k e s t h e t a r y - t <~'V m 
o t h e r ' vjords we c a n s a y t h a t i t s t t r r e s h h o l d e r i e r g y i s ZTi MuV. Tltc 
3t") 
0 —value of this leaction is £4.1 MeV , During reaction i-w > 
1 !.:>oiiier's of In are produced having the half lives 69. 1 ni, 'i.T 
107 „ 
hrc, „ This pi'C'duct nucleus is also produced in fig ( o<^  ,n> 
109 icaL.l,]i.in but below the threshold of " Rg ( o^ ,3 n) thi'.-> 
react 1 oi'i vanishes, totally. Therefore the calculabed crosssoct irin 
13 purely due to the " "Rg ( ®S, 3n) . To study this rc:'cti'-in uo 
fo] lowed the "y"-rays of &4u' HeV and 650 KeV. The decay -eliprnc -'f 
tiie isomer is given in the figure No. 3. 
Tor isomers having 69. 1 minutes half life we followed only i-Mn 
11'"' 
gamma ray of 558 KeV which is contained in the isomer of ^"/n 
4. 9hrs. . The photocounts of this 'V' -ray can be divided on bh..' 
basis of remainder of activity after the time interval botwrcn 
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31 
p a r a m e t e r s r e q u i r e d t o c a l c u l a t e c r o s s - s e c t i o n o f lOSf lg (oC , 3 n) 
h a v i n g h a l f l i f e 4 . 9 h r s . a r e g i v e n i n t a b l e Mo. 3 arid t h n 
It") 9 para rno te rS) f o r " fig (©C » 3n ) h a v i n g T . ,^, = 6 9 . 1 rn. a r e ] i - s ted m 1 / c 
table No. 5. The result*? of these reactions of ^.9 hrs. an'J FJI. I 
minutes are given in tables No.4, No.6 respectively. 
109 , 107 
^,^^: ng (.o( ,^\ u) 8, Plg ( o(^,£ n) :- The 0 value of 
109 107 
" Hg (. o^ ,'1 )i) arid " fig ( o^ , £ n) are -3£. 05 and -15. C MeV 
30 
respectively. In these reactions three isomers having half 
lives of 0.25, ] , 34 min. , and 4.2 hrs. are produced. T\\'3 foriner 
two half lives were very small in comparisicn of thp t i ni"^  
interval betvi)r>eo stop of irradiation arid star't of count iny, C'> n'-' 
could not measur^c activity due to these. Ther^efore the cros.,rj 
section's of these reactions ar-'e due to the isomer^ of hair 1 j f.? 
109 107 
A.cl hrs. only. Since in Rg ( o^ , ^i n) and ' fig (c>C , .? n' 
r-cactj on, the product nucleus is the came, ther^cfor^e, '\^  - ray:-
coiiiing from this nucleus will also be the same. To msasur^ c? Ihc^  
cr-"Oi>s-sect ion, vje followed the Nf -r^ ay of £03.3 KeV. Thr> 
seperation oF counts is not a easy job, therefore we calculatcJ 
the cr"oss--sDct ion of these r^eaictions using theoretical r ro'~: 
sectiori by the for-mula 
ft X exp( Xt._,) 
09cr(<:(, A n ) -- — - - - ~ 
g ^ 9 G G C l - e > < p < - A t ^ ) 3 C l - e x p ( - A t ^ ) D * C N o ^ ^ ^ _, ^ • "''''^ " ^ ^ ' ^ ' ' " " ' ^ V \ ^ ' " ' l «''^ 
1 
fi \ e x p ( \ t _ ) 
oVcrfoCi'='»''> ~ 
J e e G C l - e x p C - A t ^ ) 3 C l - e x p ( " A t , ) ] CNo j j . , g < a - ( X , i^^ -|> ^ ' ^ (of, ,2n) 1 ^r l . .^^.,_1 
'Vncorij 
whoi-e No -J-, ~ Uumbor" o f i r i t e r a c t i r i g n u c l e i o f " f ig . 
31 
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and No. .j„ = Number of interacting nuclei of fig. 
cL.33 ' ng (<5C,3 n) :- The 0 value of this reacti«.'n is -Zi<'Ki McV 
and bhreshold is 20.8 MeV'. The product nuclei """In have ih'-^  
half lives 58 rnts. , •'^lO mts. . We followed the "y -rays oT G33 I'r',' 
£tnd 3c:G KeV VMhose absolute aburidances i^ re 99. CO"' and I^'HID:-
respectively iri cases of isomer of T __=5a mts.. For ific? i'S'uner 
of half life ^0 mts. the "V -rays a^re of very weaU abund:->ric'.-
except the gamma y^ay oF &33 KeV and also activity left after bhe 
time interval bebween stop of irradiation and start of count Inij 
was wey'^y small, therefore we left it. It is fact that nb the 
moment of counting, the activity in isomer of T _, 5S mt ::„ wj'i 
1 /cl 
not t o o much but i t was g r e a t e r t h a n t h a t a t t h e i sumer h a v i n g 
t h e h a l f l i f e 40 m i n u t e s and a l s o the 'V^ - r a y s i.<f Lhc Torriior 
i somer a r e vnuch i n t e n s e i n c o m p a r i s i o n of t h e l a t t e r , lhcref><iM.i 
we c a l c u l a t e t h e c ros? . , - sec t lovi c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o t h p former it-orucr 
o n l y . The reqiiis-'ed d a t a t o c a l c u l a t e t h e c r o s s - s e c t i o n i s iji .-r ^ i 
m t t ie t a b l e No. 11 and t h e r ^ e s u l t s o b t a i n e d a r e v^epv cse r i tpd ii-i 
t h e t a b l e No. Ii3. T h e V ' - r a y s which d i d we f o l l o w t o c a l c u l a ^ a th ' 
c r o s s - s e c t i o n ^ a r e o b t a i n e d from t h e decay scheme of t h e ir,cmt?r. 
The decay scheme i s g i v e n in t h e f i g u r e N o . ^ . 
CHAPTER 3 
CQMPyiER CODE 
Use of computer codes make the calculations very easy and 
less time consuming. Codes av-e different for the different types 
of calculations. We have used the code RLICE/LIVERMORE - 8£, 
47 
vjhich is a version of ALICE and OVERLAID ALICE. This code is 
used to calculate the excitation function of neutron, proton, 
deuterpn and alpha particle induced reactions. The beauty of this 
code j'n that it does not require far greater c'ore space and long 
running time. Therefore it is best code for our purpose. The 
details of this code at^^ given below. 
POSSIBLE CALCULAIIONS WIIH CODE 
We CAT} perform several types of calculations with this code 
of these types : 
(1) In this code the calculations are based on standard Weisskopf 
Ewing Model . The emitted particle in reactions may be either 
neutrons; neutron and deuteron; neutron, proton and alpha; or 
neubv^on, proton, alpha and deuteron. The Y^eactions in which the 
compound nucleus are of the excitation energy upto 200 MeV can be 
studied. Residual nuclei of a grid 11 mass unit wide by 9 atomic 
numbers dcoep may be calculated as the code is pv^esently 
diinEM-isioned. In the output the particle spectra can be selected 
as in addition to individual product yields and fission cross--
s(.oct ionss. 
Tht? evaporation cascade can be computed with 1 MeV bin width 
43 
uith tho: method described in literature 
^8 
III thi<3 code, the inverse reaction cross-sect ion may either 
bo read ii'i fr>:'rii carda, computed v-)ith a classical sharp cutofF 
iii'-'dc-'l or by drafault are computed by a optica] model subroutine 
(i2) The upper limit to the enhancement of gamma-ray de-excitat ion 
due bo answer momentum effects is obtained by the selection of an 
44 45 
s-~wavB approximation ' . In this option the caxlculation of (1) 
is performed for every partial wave in the entrance channel and 
it is assumed that the rotational energy for each partial wave 
irrevocably committed to rotational motion and therefore 
unavailable for particle emission. The selection of rotexbional 
DnerQy vei-su'j J may be done either as the rigid spherical rotor 
value -jr from the equilibrium deformed rotating liquid drop model 
of Cohen et al . The transmission coefficents for eritrancrj 
47 
channel partial waves have been provided by parabolic model 
jcutii-K? for alpha particle or by the optical model routine. 
(3) Using angular moment urn dependent ground state and saddle 
point energies, according to Bohr-Wheeler approach fch'i 
evaporation calculation csi.ri include fission competition. Tho 
saddle point energies come from the Cohen et al. rotating liquid 
df-op calculations. The calculations are done for each partial and 
upper and lower limit on angular momentum may bo selected- To 
niudify the liquid drop fissioyi barrier by some multiplicative 
facbur as v^ ell as the ratio of ground state to saddle point level 
dKn<.>lties fa^ -Za ) (default~l). There is an option by which wc can f ri r- J 
assi'Mit that nuclear ernmission reduces the daughter nucleus 
oriijular moinontum by from that of the parent nucleus. This 
49 
option is riot incorporated in the present calculation. It is 
bettev^ to use more rigorous codes if detail in angular momentuin 
removal becomss more important. In this model there is a 
provision to do precompound calculations via the hybrid ov" 
geometry dependent hybrid models. If this option is selected iri 
conjunction with fission, it is assumed by the authors that the 
fast precompound process will proceed fission without any 
competition or increasing the excitation energies, tlie fissiorr 
and evaporation widths also increase and hence this assumption 
may fail. 
SUBROUTINES LIST IN OLICE/LIVERMDRE 0;"^  
'^" L=YMBSS liiNDENi. MOSS). 
For the formation of the compound nucleus and the n, p, ivlpha ;ivid 
d binding energies the LYMPiSS subroutine calculates tfn- RvaluK,, 
for all nuclides of interest in the evaporation chain. By '.uring 
the Myers-Swiatecl? i/Lysiki 1 mass formula the calculation i'.:-. 
performed. 
The option exists (mc > 10) of selecting experimantsl masrios 
vjhere I'.nown, using the mass formula only when experiiiiavibal \i n 
not contaiv-ied in the table (MPiSS). When the exper imejntal m •>::.;•:•, 
option is selected""'', the G!-value and binding energies arv both 
computed using experimental masses. The experimental ni'didic 
mass routines (EaMDEN, MOSS) are actually called up by the LYMOSS 
routine -- a fact which need be of no use to users. 
so 
n. 1 PQIEINi QEIIQNS 
The baE>ic p a i r i n g op t i imG arf? f o u r in number avai lo l j l r^ i ri Mir 
code t h r o u g h i n p u t v a r i a b l e ( s w i t c h ) MP, which niuy ht^  MP ~ 0, 1, 
£ or 3 . 
Wn corisider the option MP ~ 3„ 
Thp definitionr; of option*;;! art? as follows: 
MP - 0 By U3ing a nia^s formula with the odd~(,>vpn paivMny tor'ii 
equal to zero for all nuclides, all masses rira calc uloi"'-'^ , n,, 
tft3''= proct?durc? some reflection will tell that this mi' untr> L'l 
i-'dd-cven effrct un level densities. 
MP - 3 By using either experimental masses or Lyrrbj 1 IIDT--^r 
all masses ay^e calculated with the pairing term delt i - M / JTT 
tal'ing as rero For o-e nuclides. Delta for r->-r' nurlicio'- an! 
delta for o-o nuclides. The thermodynamic enoi-'u i e'_, n e^  i-t-t'iM-f i h^ 
dnlta u h m effective excitations s.r^ computed for u-.r ii'i i < '>! 
dene:tles. 
MP C" The user will supply pairing values for e!?ch uuc 1 id.> i>i 
Lhc n bi Z array of interest (defined by input pDr-nniMiei -, I'll,'"'?'' . 
F'ir an ai ray Mn-+c: by MZ^c! pairing values must be '•nfpl i f-'d 
actually, 
MP ~ 1 Pis for MP - 3, but the pairirig is |-nl'en -j - r'-'v<i f^n 
even even nuclides, -delta for o-e and -c."delta for ><-• nurlid<3' . 
This gives a backsh i f ted level density /pairii'ig trc^lm'Mit' . 
^1 
n.2 EXPEniMENIOL MOSSES 
For MC = 10, Ly^ cl'i 1 masses are replaced by exporirnontal ni.tt^S'"•.. 
p.. OVER IILJJL 
T h e o e arp o p t i c a l mode l s u b r o u t ir ier . u s e d t o c a l c u l i x t e in^ i ^ c 
r e a c t iori c r o s s - - s e c t i o n s f o r r i e u t r o n s , p r o t o n s , d e u t c r o i i ..M'I 
a ] p l i a p a r t i c l c ' r . . They f i re u s e d a l c o t o c a l c u l a t e r e a c t icn'i nrid 
p a r t i a l r e : s c t i o n c r o s s - s e c t i o n s when n e u t r o n s , pri-it>-n.'- L i 
d e u t e r n ^ n s Bre proje-^ct i ] e s . The m a j o r p a r t o f comput a t i oi'i-i] l-ii'ic^ 
i s o r d i r i a r i l y s p e n t i n t h e s e r o u t i n e s when t h a t ( i r c tal^eii,, 
C. BJ_GI 
This is a H-ubrc'Ut irie which uses classical sh.M p-- u' T 
algorithims to c-mpute inverse reaction cri-iS';--soct i on"^ , TIM 
algorithims may be found elsewhere""". This subrciut iriQ'i v "]niri."". 
lees than 1"/. of the time of optical miZ'del routirie OVER. 
D. PQRQP 
O t h e r t h a n f o r i n c i d e n t n e u t r o v i s , p r o t o n s o r d e ' i t r o n s u r itnlr""'-
r e a d i n a s i n p u t , a l l r e a c t iovi c r o s s - s e c t i o n s i-~irui p a r i - i n ! i-i-in--
s e c t i o n s a r e c a l c u l a t e d u s i r i g t h e p a v - a b o l i c mode l i n r i ' i i t i n - * 
POROP. 
^- CISBQI 
In this subroutine by using the rotating liquid drop uiod'.'l -> T 
46 Cohen, Plassil and Swiatecki , angular momentum depcnd'-^ nt Ti'i'ijn 
drop fission barriers, saddle point and ground state eri^ri^ j i r-, xv 
calculated. 
^2 
F". UYEOID lyEEa. yUQMEEJL 
T h i s r o u t i n e i:; uced t o c a l c u l a t e t h e prcconipound doc.-';, i<<-:\ ly tf, 
h y b r i d ^ arid geometv^y dependen t h y b r i d m o d e l s " . Ttic pi E^r.r'n'; t^ '. • ^ 
\E?v~ciori s e l e c t s most precornpound p a r a m e t e r s for uE r r 'i<' ! " ! i 1 ' , i, 
df^faulb o p t i o n s . 
The^ i n t r a n u c l e a r t r a n s i t i o n rate!r> o r e s u p p l i r d (ly NTP 
r-c-
subroutine, using nuclear optical model"'"' ovid + hr n--\iiT> 
intranuclear transition rates ar-^e supplied by MUCMFP, ic^ -jnri P>rjl 
DC 
corrected nucleon-nucleon scattering crosij-nect i''Vis 
G. n!=I/ELEXC 
With the help) of these subroutines we VtAn plot c"..:! -•hi'-' 
functions on bhe output device for printed outf)ai. 
H. OHQEI 
This subr^outine comes in use when we want to yi t ma^y riT i,!ir 
print statements for cross-section and spectrs. 
^•- CQOMULQIIQN 
In alpha induced reactions there cxre several emitted pi, hii i c 
depending upon the seperation energies and eyci t Pt i'"'n en'- z ^'' "'" 
the compound nucleus. The cross-section for emitiivig A port icli 
ot channel energy C may be written as 
(d<r/de) ^- r\ X~ > (£I+I)T, (£D +I) « 
^ 1=0 ^ "^ 
^r... V 
I-a 
•(E) " S ^ o(E, J) /D <1) 
1 =0 ' J- II ~ 1 1 
where X^" ~ Reduced de-Brogli wavelength oF the in'^ idr>)il i ..),„ 
T = Transmission coefficient for Ith. partial \)<-\\'=', 
53 
o(E,J) = Spin dependent level density for residuol riMclrur,. 
D - Integral of numerator over all particle;^ arid r-Tui JT. ion 
energies. 
Let us suppose that e(E,J) is replaced by e(E,I) then 
cc 
(dcr-/dE) = 7\-X^ " ^ (2I + 1)T,(£S +1) * 
1=0 ^ '' 
(214 1) 1^(6) o(E, I)/D (£) 
V 1=0 
(£l + l)Tv{e) =-= £ a-v(e) rn 6/^^ ^^ '~ (3) 
(do-/ de)v = ^1=6 ^I£(£Sv+l) cr-v(e) rn 6 o (E, I)/D' (4) 
This assumption is known as s-wave approximation. For fuv+hrr 
simplicity let us assume that the compound ni.icle'.'s <i)igMl,d 
momentum reasonably represents the average residual IIU('1(?M-
angular momentum following particle evaporation. To rf?ach '~h!> 
Wcir>sl<opf result, let us suppose that the nuclear ini.'inrM'ii; of 
inertia is infinite. Then if 
^ (E, I) cc (£1 -1- 1) .^ (B -- Ej^i^^d)) 
with EpjQ^(I) = 0 (S) 
we get 
(5) 
(d.T-/de) = >_ .D-.(£s +1) o- (e)me p(e) / D' ...(7) 
V ~^— I V V J 
1=0 ^ ^ 
which is the expression of Weisskopf-
The expression for the particle emission and fissiovi wiiJlh , 
using saddle point and yrast energies based upon thr PI.DM .\i '7 
given as 
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E~E . (J)~P 
rn 1 n v 
T r.c (£S + 1 ) . ^ ^ _ (£J+1) \ p Ce-E . (J>-B -E3T5(K)dR 
^^  ^ 1-0 j= 11-11 ^^'^ 
C-E (I) 
T^ cc<c:l + l) \ o^Ce-E (I)-K3dk (8) 
r 1 )r sp 
0 
It will be helpful to conirnent on the logic of the cornputP'V r_idoG 
used to evaluate eqri. (1) to (8). To calculate the Wei5s!<orsf <-< - -,-
wave approximation, with codes RLICE, OVERLfilDnLICE, 
OLICE/LIVERMORE 8c:, the core of the code is to be divided mt'' 
the chart of tfie nuclides as shown in the fig.. 0 cnriipound 
nucleus is forraed at some excitation energy and with E>;>riirj en i-ns -
section. Then the Weissl-fopf calculation is taken t-iil;h 1 MeV grid 
size to do the evaporation of a neutron, probovi, alpha or 
deuteron storing the residual- nucleus pi"ipulaiion irjt'.i tint' 
appri.ipriate bin. If we select an s-wave calculat iofi, A <^ >ni':O!-I1I > 
distribution of CN excitation is used as a starting poinl, Thi'ii 
bhe control or logic moves over to the 0-1 bin which i'" i '-^'-ni hn 1 
by the emission of neutron from the compound ni.i(.'lr'ii<->. fh i i hiu 
can also be resulted with the emission of alpha, deuteion rxl \ h \ 
particle. The residual nuclei, obtained from the emiss.>ioii i^f 
aforesaid particles, s.fB stored in the respective bin<3. Iii bhi' 
code bhe cross-section is used in the highest energy bin uf fl 1 
and then this cross-section is redistributed iri bh(.> •uiTnip lunm' i 
fifter that the conbrol comes down to the nuxb residi. a1 "XL-I !. aL i'_'Vi 
bin and the pr^ '-cess continues upto the moiuent all Mir' ( *'.•;•-
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section redistributed and assumed it up in the appropriate binE 
of the residual nuclides. This logic is repeated, goirig acros--
the n as far axs requested by an input parameter. fifter it tfie 
control comes down in Z to the nucleus 0-1, Z--1 and this pvocess 
repeated till all calculations are not completed for each inpub 
parameter. 
In this code, the competition can also be included by 
performing the calculation for each partial wave in the evvtranccv 
channel, assuming s~wave approximation or some other arbitrary 
assumptions. It has not been included in the prc?sent 
calculat ions. 
If one wants mov^e rigorous calculations, that should uT>a tlic 
spin dependent codes FiLERT I arid II taut we are not cot p-iyrGtcd 
with this option in our present code. 
USE OF IHE CODE 
In the present code a stored table of level densities poi J (;"'.000) 
is used, represented by the formula 
c. (U) - (U - S ) " ^ ' " ^ exp(£ 4^a(U - 6) ) 
where the value of default option parameter a '•- fi/9. Hera Pi is 
not the mass number of residual nuclei but that of thv c:•: mpouuH 
nucleus. It is useful to replace the pow(IB) by (IB/lV) 
e><p(£ja ,IE-!/10) where "float of IB' is the residual exini tat ion 
^ res 
times ten: arid a represents the mass number of the IM? ,.;'.du iT 
' res 
nucleus divided by PL.D value in the input parameter. Wittf Uii'i; ur 
shall get a space saving and more accurate results bul- CPU 'iw: 
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will iricrease. We can get some more exact results by usiny a 1 
MeV tain size instead of .5 MeV. The inter palate of the? (.rose 
section has not been taken into account within a bin t-at her the 
summation is done near the integer bin. It is assuiiiKd tlir.t th?' 
particle? binding energies ars of the order of 5 MeV. It indicates 













































Pig.d Representation of logic flow of the code ALICE, 
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TnBLE : DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS 
f V 
I, J 












Fission and particle emission widths. 
Emitting and residual-nucleus angular moments. 
Intrinsic spin and binding energy of particle? v (with 
V = n, p, d or alpha). 
Transmission coefficent for K. E. B and orbital awigular 
moment urn 1. 
Level densities of fission saddle point arid f'-M-
-5/4 r r—J 
particle; o << U eKp(£J a(U-b ))-
Single particle level densities at fission saddle point 
and equilibrium deformation used in a„ and a . 
f V 
R o t a t i n g l i q u i d d r o p f i s s i o n b a r r i e r a t i xnyu la r 
moment urn I . 
Scaling parameter to adjust the fission barriers. 
Rotational energy for a nucleus at angular moment urn I 
and equilibrium deformation from RLDM. 
Rotational energy of a nucleus with angular momevrbuin I 
at the saddle point def oi-^ mat ion fr-^ om RLDM. 
Excitation energy in the emitting nucleus. 
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CHQEIER 4 
BiSULIi QND DISCLJBSiON 
In our present expev^iment, the cross-sections of alpha-
p^irticle induced reactions using flg and fig as the targets, 
have been measured. The v^esults obtained are already presented in 
Chapter el. The experimenbal excitation functions are compared 
with theory as well as values available in literature, which have 
beevi shovjn in the figures in Chapter £. In these figures the 
horizontal bars show the estimated total energy spread associated 
witf) each incidc?nt alpha particle energy, while the vertical bars 
show the total estimated error in the cross—sect ion. 
We measured the cross-sections for (cC , S n) and (oC,3 n) for 
"'Og and (oC ,3 n) and (oC,4 n) for fig. In (c<,£ n) reaction 
of ' fig arid (oC,A n) of " Rg the product nuclei are same, e.g. 
In having half life 4.2 hrs.. The experimental cross-section 
of these two reactions is seperated out using the formulae given 
107 in article t:, 9c:. The results of reaction flg (oC,S n) are in 
good agreement with the excitation function calculated by the 
consideration of both the compound and precompound contributions, 
and also agreement is good between experimental results and the 
results of Miselide et al"^ "". But our results do not agree with 
the excitation function calculated theoretically by the 
consideration of compound nucleus only. These thoretical results 
&rG higher to our experimental results. 
109 
In the reaction flg (oC »4 vi) our experimental results av-e 
in very good agreement with the results calculated by the 
60 
considcv^at ion of both the compound and preconipound nucleus as 
well as Miselide et al '~. But the agreement between experimental 
measured excitation function and excitation function calculated 
by the consideration of precompound nucleus is not good. fit the 
energy of 37.S MeV all these coincide. But after this as the 
incident energy increases the discrepancy between experimental 
excitation function and the excitation function of precompound 
increases whicli is shown in figure S' 
103 ^ 110 
In the reaction fig (o( ,3 n) the product nucleus is In 
having half life 4.9 hrs. and 69.1 minutes. Fact of two half 
lives of 'Ii'i, is that it is found in both of the two isomeric 
and ground states. 4.9 hrs. and 69.1 minutes Bre the half lives 
corresponding to the isomeric state and ground statp 
respectively. The experimental excitation function of thi-;; 
reaction corresponding to T _, = 4.9 hrs. is shown in the figure 
1 /cl 
which tells us that our results are in agreement with the 
excitation function correspond to that of the compound + pv^e-
cornp. and precompound nucleus. The cross-section at v37. £" MeV and 
45.9 MeV are in very good matching with Miselide et al-""~. The 
variation of cross-section with projectile energy is shovni in 
figure5 • 
The isomeric cross-section ( a—. „,/a~--, ^ ) is plotted 
4. 9h 69. Im 
versus pi-ojectile energy in the figure 4-2 and its absolute value::; 
are given in table 13. These results are also compared witfi 
Miselide et al '•". The "overall value of our experimental isomer'ic 
cross-section ratio ( a~, au.^^~c.-> < ) shows that the popu.latiori 
4. 9h 63. Im ' '^ 
6J 
of the 4.9 hvs. isomer ( spin 7 ) is more probable than that of 
the 69.1 minutes isomer ( spin £ ). 
1 0 7 „ , / - > - . V • . . . . . , . 1 0 8 In Og (oC» ,j n) reaction the product nuclei is In 
having half lives 58 minutes and 40 minutes. Since the product 
viuclpu<-7 C'"'r)"(?'^ pondi ng to the half life 40 rninnt'-'n h^'^ th" q.^ inm-^  
ray>v, ".'f 1'.•w intofisity in comparision to tf)c.\L •.• T the produtl 
nucleus corresponding to half life 58 minutes. Therefore we have 
calculated the? cross-section for the later nucleus only. The 
experimental results are compared with the excibation function of 
(prccomp. + comp.) and compound nucleus and also with 
1 ittorature""~. The figurelO shows that our results are lower to 
the theory as well as the results reported by Miselide et al""~-
The cross-section at 39.6 MeV, 41.9 MeV and 45.9 MeV shown that 
the experimental' excitation function curve is approximately 
t:xriiilar to that of the theory but lower. The value of cro?Hs-
?section ab 37. S MeV is in good agreement to that of the ( Pre 
comp. + Comp.) nucleus. But it does not appear on the 
experimental excitation function curve. 
The variation of excitation function for each reaction with 
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